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ABSTRACT
Objectives To delineate hospital service areas (HSAs) using the Dartmouth approach in China and identify the hypothesised demand-side, supply-side and region-specific factors of health expenditure within HSAs.

Design Population-based descriptive study.

Setting We selected the metropolis of Chengdu, one of the three most populous cities in China as a case for the analysis, where approximately 16.33 million residents living.

Participants Individual-level in-patient discharge records (n=904 298) during the fourth quarter of 2018 (from 1 September to 31 December) were extracted from Sichuan Health Commission. Cases of non-residents of Chengdu were excluded from the datasets.

Methods We conducted three sets of analyses: (1) apply Dartmouth approach to delineate HSAs; (2) use Geographic Information System (GIS)-based methods to demonstrate health expenditure variations across delineated HSAs and (3) employ a three-level multilevel linear model to examine the association between health expenditure and demand-side, supply-side and region-specific factors.

Results A total of 113 HSAs with a median population of 60 472 (ranging from 7022 to 827 750) was delineated. Total in-patient expenditure per admission varied more than threefold across HSAs after adjusting for age and gender. Apart from a list of demand-side factors, an increased number of physicians, healthcare facilities at higher levels and for-profit healthcare facilities were significantly associated with increased total in-patient expenditures. At the HSA level, the proportion of private healthcare facilities located in a single HSA was associated with increased total in-patient expenditure generated by that HSA, while the increased number of healthcare facilities in a HSA was negatively associated with the total in-patient expenditures.

Conclusion HSAs were delineated to help establish an accountable healthcare delivery system, which serves as local hospital markets to provide in-patient healthcare via connecting demanders with suppliers inside particular HSAs. Policy-makers should adopt HSAs to identify variations of total in-patient expenditures among different areas and the potential associated factors. Findings from the HSA-based analysis could inform the formulation of relevant health policies and the optimisation of healthcare resource allocations.

Strengths and limitations of this study

To delineate hospital service areas (HSAs) using the Dartmouth approach in China.

We applied Geographic Information System (GIS)-based methods to demonstrate significant variations in healthcare expenditure across HSAs.

Significant inconsistencies embedded in healthcare resource allocations from demanders’ and suppliers’ perspectives were identified.

Our estimated patterns for using in-patient services based on our findings might probably lack stability with possible fluctuations due to the availability of quarterly discharge data.

INTRODUCTION

The remarkable economic development in China over the past decades has induced a dramatical increase in national health expenditures, especially during the past 10 years when the nationwide demand for healthcare has been significantly stimulated by the penetration of universal health insurance coverage since the initiation of China’s new phase of national healthcare reform in 2009, which drastically increased from 5.15% (¥17 541.9 billion) of the gross domestic product (GDP) in 2009 to 6.58% in 2019 (¥65 195.9 billion).1 Although China spends less on health as a share of its national GDP than most Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, the growth rate of such expenditure on health as a share of the national GDP presented to be higher than that of all OECD countries over the past decades,2 which therefore has compromised the affordability of medical costs for nationwide residents in China, thus posing an immense financial burden on the national medical insurance programme as well as on the whole society. As a result, the implementation of effective strategies aimed at curtailing medical costs for...
residents has been highlighted as an essential goal to be achieved throughout the latest phase of China’s healthcare reform. In such context, this study aimed to identify potential factors associated with dramatically increasing health expenditures via the creation of population-based hospital services areas (HSAs) as an innovatively developed approach based on previous studies.

As indicated by previous studies, an increased amount of health services per case of the disease has been identified as a potential stimulant for increased health expenditures, which is highly associated with a list of factors induced by the demand side such as the prevalence of incidence of diseases, population ageing, population growth, cultural habits, opportunity costs, income or preferences. However, some of these demand-side factors are typically difficult to observe and measure. The literature mainly focuses on the supply-side factors and region-specific factors. In an attempt to explore the potential causes underlying the increase of health expenditures among different regions, a map of HSAs was created by previous studies in order to demonstrate how hospitals were used among various areas as well as depicting where most local hospitalisation occurred based on the consideration of different travel patterns for accessing hospital services among residents across the entire regions. As most of the patients living in a certain HSA would typically seek health services from hospitals that are in the same HSA, thus serving as coherent in terms of connections between supply and demand for hospital service and because of this, this HSA-based approach has been considered as helpful for analysing the accountability of different healthcare organisations in terms of affecting the total health expenditures across regions. Specifically, as hospitals located in the same HSA would contribute to the overall health expenditure within that particular HSA, conducting analysis on hospitals based on the HSA map would serve as an ideal approach for investigating health expenditure variations among different regions.

Researchers have already widely adopted this HSA-based approach to demonstrate variations in health expenditures among different regions. Surprisingly, these studies found that most geographic variations in health expenditures are not driven by patient characteristics, such as the prevalence of patient illness, severity of disease, and patient preferences for seeking medical services. On the contrary, practice style differences, diagnostic and therapeutic uncertainties in clinical medicine, and more ‘supply-sensitive care’ are the most widely employed hypotheses to explain these variations. Based on such evidence, several health policies implemented in the USA aimed to reduce payments in high-expenditure areas based on the previously developed HSA map in which hospitals within the same HSA were considered accountable for the total health expenditure in that particular region.

It is noteworthy that the development of a suitable area model serves as an indispensable component to be analysed on a unit basis while examining the accountability of healthcare organisations among different regions. Administrative units such as counties, states, and nations are typically used for analysis considering both feasibility and policy issues. However, it should be noted that a list of potential factors independent of administrative boundaries might also have a significant impact on utilisation patterns among residents, such as geographical distributions of healthcare institutions, travel time needed for accessing medical services, healthcare infrastructure constructions among different regions as well as residents’ preference for obtaining medical services from particular healthcare institutions. As a consequence, it is common to find residents seeking medical services across different administrative boundaries, which would add to the difficulty of assessing the pattern of health services utilisation among residents who prefer to seek medical services outside their residential areas due to the numerator–denominator mismatch issue. Therefore, the value of evaluating health expenditures based on the HSAs approach mainly resides in that a list of potential factors independent of administrative boundaries can be investigated via this procedure, which might significantly impact health services utilisation patterns among residents across different administrative units.

Despite the great value of adopting HSAs as an ideal approach for evaluating health expenditures among different areas, the actual employment of this innovative approach remains limited in China and other low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs). Three leading factors could explain this as the primary reasons. First, health service systems in LMICs remain relatively underdeveloped, for which insufficient provision of health services should be addressed as the primary issue. In such a context, policymakers in those countries have been focused on increasing the number of healthcare providers instead of improving the quality of healthcare outputs, as reflected by increased health expenditures with poorly improved healthcare outcomes. In addition, LMICs remain relatively backward in conducting health policies research, for which a list of methods widely adopted by developed countries for both study and health-related policy-making purposes have not been well adopted yet to serve such purposes in LMICs, especially in the aspect of providing evidence-based implications for health-related policy-making and decision-making procedures via the adoption of well-established models such as the HSA-based approach. Last but not least, despite the rapid development of health systems in multiple countries with an increased focus on associating the accountability of healthcare organisations directly with healthcare outcomes, the underdevelopment of nationwide health information systems in those countries have posed a huge hindrance in obtaining reliable diagnostic and therapeutic information recorded from patients to facilitate the adoption of the HSA-based approach.

Based on the previously developed HSAs delineation approaches, this study applied the classic Dartmouth approach to help establish an accountable healthcare
delivery system in China. We selected the metropolis of Chengdu, one of the three most populated cities in China, as a case for the analysis with approximately 16.33 million residents. Based on the delineated HSAs, our findings are expected to identify a list of potential contributors to health expenditure variations among different regions to provide evidence-based implications for improving the nationwide healthcare system with increased affordability of medical costs for national patients. Our first contribution would be the first study to delineate HSAs in China and reference its future application. The second contribution would be to demonstrate health expenditure variations across delineated HSAs and identify the hypothesised demand-side, supply-side and region-specific factors for health expenditures in China.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study area

We selected Chengdu as the study area to create accountable hospital service areas (HSAs). As the capital city of Sichuan province located in the southwest of China with an area of 14,335 km², Chengdu has 16.33 million residents with its GDP per capita reported as ¥94,782 (US$14,444) in 2018. Its total population and GDP ranked as 2th and 47th among all the Chinese prefecture-level cities (278). The medical infrastructures have been well constructed in this study area, most (98.21%) of the residents in this study area typically choose to seek medical services within the city under a well-established government-led health information system, thus providing us with an excellent opportunity for creating an HSAs map to describe the accountabilities of various healthcare organisations across the study area.

Figure 1 shows the location, population density by the community (B) and by district (C) of the metropolis of Chengdu, China; distribution of in-patient medical institutions used by patients (D) (Based on the data collected from the health and family planning Commission of Sichuan Province, communities included township, towns and street communities, the listed maps were developed under ArcGIS V.10.2 environment).

Data sources

We extracted hospital discharge data collected at the health administrative level during the fourth quarter of 2018 (from 1 September to 31 December) from the Sichuan Health Commission. The data sets included all hospital discharges for the entire population residing in Chengdu over the study period, which contained over 900 thousand hospitalisation discharge cases. For each patient admitted to the hospital, the patient’s specific place of residence would be identified by community codes and recorded as part of discharge records. At the same time, a unique numerical identifier would be produced for recording where the admission took place. Such recording procedures underlying the discharge records served as a reliable basis for determining the geographic patterns of medical service utilisation. Individual hospitalisation cases were considered the units for observations, while patients’ discharge cases from outside Chengdu were excluded from the datasets to improve the stability of estimations for discharge patterns. After these data screening procedures, 904,298 discharge cases in Chengdu were finally retained for analysis.

The hospital-level data were extracted from hospitals and primary healthcare institutions’ (township hospitals, THs; and community health centres, CHCs) annual reports provided by Sichuan Health Commission. Several variables were used to describe the attributes of each healthcare facility, including a unique numerical identifier, the community where the facility was located, the number of physicians and the number of hospital beds.

Patient and public involvement

Patients or members of the public were not involved in the design and other stages of this study. Health resourcing data are available in a public access repository. Healthcare services data of patients were routinely collected by the health administration department and were aggregated at the community level, and all individuals’ personal information has been desensitised. Therefore, it could not be identified from this analysis.
Definition of HSAs
Steps for HSAs delineation
HSAs were defined through three steps in our study based on the original Dartmouth approach. First, when replicating the Dartmouth approach, we geocoded locations of facilities providing in-patient services by community codes instead of town or city code to define HSAs at a finer scale. Hospitals and primary healthcare institutions are the principal owners in charge of managing healthcare resources and major providers of healthcare services in China. Therefore, all hospitals and primary healthcare institutions (including THs, CHCs) which provide in-patient services in the 375 communities were identified from the discharge file and assigned to the community where they resided at the time of admission. In the second step, we first geocoded patient residences by community codes. Next, using a plurality rule, each community code was assigned to that community code containing the facilities most often used by residents. All hospital/primary health institution discharge records were analysed to assign a unique community code to each of its admitted patients. A total of 724 794 (80.15%) of individual records can be accurately associated with particular community codes. While other 179 504 records had to be randomly assigned to all communities due to the inaccuracy of their residential locations based on the hospital discharge data. When a community had more than one hospital, the counts were added together. The third step was to visually examine the community codes to make sure that the community codes included in the HSAs were contiguous: reassigning each disconnected community code to an adjacent HSA to ensure the geographic contiguity of all community codes in one HSA; this is because the contiguity is a geographical convention, ensures the readability and interpretability of maps.

The propensity of patients to use local hospitals is measured by localisation index (LI), the percentage of all hospitalisations in local hospitals. It is a population-based index and calculated by dividing discharges of HSA-residents within their HSA by the local discharges of HSA residents. Population size, number of in-patient care facilities, health resources, including the number of beds per 1000 population and physicians per 1000 population, were also calculated. After this step, health expenditure variations across delineated HSAs were described by the total in-patient expenditure per admission. To account for the difference in population characteristics across HSAs, we adjusted for demographic factors including age (from ≤14 years of age, 15–64 and ≥65 according to the age composition of permanent residents of Chengdu in 2018 and gender.

Statistical analysis
As an attempt to identify potential contributors to the variations of total in-patient expenditure across different accountable HSAs, a three-level multilevel linear model was established to explore factors influencing total in-patient expenditure with the unit of analysis at the patient level incorporating supply and region-specific covariates at the facility and HSA level. The model is set as follows:

\[
\log (\hat{E}_{ijk}) = \delta_{ijk} + \text{Patient}_{ijk} + \text{Facility}_{jk} + \text{HSA}_{k}\lambda + e_{ijk}
\]

Where patients were at level 1, facilities were at level 2 and HSAs were at level 3. \(\hat{E}_{ijk}\) was the explained variable, which denoted the total in-patient expenditure for individual \(i\) treated in facility \(j\) in HSA \(k\). The total in-patient expenditures were natural log-transformed before regression analysis because they were right-skewed. The intercept \(\delta_{ijk}\) indicated the average logarithm of health expenditure between 878 healthcare facilities and 113 HSAs; \(\nu_{ijk}\) and \(\nu_{0jk}\) were the terms of facility-level and HSA-level random effects, respectively. \(e_{ijk}\) was the error term. \(\text{Patient}_{ijk}\) denoted a vector of individual’s characteristics including age, gender, health insurance programme (Urban Employment Basic Medical Insurance, Urban Residents Basic Medical Insurance, New Cooperative Medical Scheme, full-self-expense and others), Occupation (thirteen categories), Charlson Comorbidity Index which was calculated through all secondary diagnoses, classification of 22 diseases (online supplemental appendix 1) which was grouped by the first three characters of 10th version of International Classification of Diseases, the urgency at the admission (critical urgent, urgent, general). \(\text{Facility}_{jk}\) denoted a vector of supply-side variables, including healthcare facility level, ownership, whether for-profit and the number of physicians. \(\text{HSA}_{k}\) denoted a vector of HSA-specific variables, including physicians per 1000 persons, proportions of physicians in tertiary hospitals, the number of in-patient care facilities, proportions of private healthcare facilities, proportions of for-profit healthcare facilities and proportions of referrals outside of the city in HSAs. The definition of all variables can be found in online supplemental appendix 2; in total, there were 904 298 observations in the model; a two-sided p value is used, with \(\alpha\) set to 0.05 to determine statistical significance. The model analysis was performed using R V.4.0.2.

RESULTS
Overall review of HSAs
A total of 113 HSAs were finally delineated in Chengdu, as shown in figure 2. Five HSAs were defined as a geographic extension beyond district boundaries and were mainly
displayed in the city’s centre. Larger HSAs were more commonly found in the boundaries of the city.

HSAs showed significant differences in characteristics. The LI varied from a minimum value of 11.12% to 85.52% (median 51.25%), 62.35% of residents lived in areas where the LI exceeded 50%. The mean population size was 274,336 (median 60,472), ranging from 7,022 to 827,750. The number of in-patient care facilities per HSA ranged from 1 to 48, with 44 HSAs having at least five in-patient facilities per HSA while 30 HSAs had only one in-patient facility per HSA. HSAs with more than 40 in-patient care facilities were mainly located around the boundaries of Chengdu except for several scattered areas coloured in dark blue distributed in the centre of the city. The number of beds per 1000 population demonstrated large variations among separate HSAs, ranging from 1.19 to 67.02, while the number of physicians per 1000 population varied from 0.31 to 40.27 among various HSAs (figure 3).

What drives health expenditure to vary across HSAs?

Table 1 shows the results of the multilevel linear regression model, with total expenditures on in-patient services as the dependent variable. Model without covariates was the null model with no predictors that showed variations of total health expenditure among different healthcare facilities ($\sigma^2_\epsilon_0 = 0.478$) and HSAs ($\sigma^2_\mu_0 = 0.023$). When adjusted for patient characteristics, facility covariates, and additional HSA-specific characteristics, the model explained 53% of the variance in the total expenditure. We found that each year’s increase in a single patient’s age was associated with an approximately 1% increase in the total hospitalisation expenditure. Females’ total in-patient expenditure was found to be about 2.8% less than males’. Regarding health insurance coverage status, patients under the coverage of URBMI, NCMS programmes, or entirely self-paid posed negative impacts on in-patient expenditures. An increase in Charlson Comorbidity Index was associated with an approximately 7.8% increase in patients’ total expenditure. Moreover, the total expenditure of patients with urgent or general conditions when admitted into healthcare facilities was 24.6% and 31.4% less than patients with critically urgent conditions on admission into healthcare facilities, respectively.

From the supply side, we found that the level of healthcare facilities, whether for-profit and the number of physicians, were significantly associated with the total expenditure. The total expenditures of patients hospitalised in secondary or tertiary hospitals were 5.7% and 46.6% more than those admitted to ungraded hospitals, respectively. The total expenditures of patients hospitalised in for-profit healthcare facilities were 30.8% more than not-for-profit counterparts. In addition, every 100 increase in physicians was associated with a 10% increase in the total expenditure.
### Table 1 Factors associated with total expenditures for in-patients in the multilevel linear model

| Model without covariates | Log (total in-patient expenditure) | Estimate (95% CI) | SE | Pr (>|t|) |
|--------------------------|-----------------------------------|-------------------|----|---------|
| Intercept                |                                   | 8.424 (8.395 to 8.453) | 0.015 | 0.000*** |
| Level 3 HSA(s)†          |                                   | 0.023             | 0.151 | –       |
| Level 2: facility†       |                                   | 0.478             | 0.692 | –       |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model with covariates</th>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Level 1: patient level</th>
<th>Level 2: facility level</th>
<th>Level 3: HSA level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.454 (8.405 to 8.503)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.010 (0.009 to 0.010)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (reference)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.028 (−0.031 to 0.024)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.080 (−0.176 to 0.015)</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Health insurance programme

| UEBMI                    |                                   | 1                      | –                       |                   |
| URBMI                    |                                   | −0.075 (−0.079 to 0.070) | 0.002                   | 0.000***         |
| NCMS                     |                                   | −0.057 (−0.063 to 0.051) | 0.003                   | 0.000***         |
| Full-self expenses       |                                   | −0.313 (−0.319 to 0.307) | 0.003                   | 0.000***         |
| Others                   |                                   | −0.122 (−0.129 to 0.115) | 0.003                   | 0.000***         |
| Charlson Comorbidity Index |                                   | 0.078 (0.077 to 0.079) | 0.001                   | 0.000***         |

Urgency when admission

| Critical urgent          |                                   | 1                      | –                       |                   |
| Urgent                   |                                   | −0.246 (−0.253 to 0.238) | 0.004                   | 0.000***         |
| General                  |                                   | −0.314 (−0.321 to 0.307) | 0.004                   | 0.000***         |

Other control variable

| Yes                      |                                   | –                      | –                       |                   |

Level 2: facility level

| Ungraded hospital        |                                   | 1                      | –                       |                   |
| Primary hospital         |                                   | −0.699 (−0.748 to 0.651) | 0.025                   | 0.000***         |
| Secondary hospital       |                                   | 0.057 (0.030 to 0.085)  | 0.014                   | 0.000***         |
| Tertiary hospital        |                                   | 0.466 (0.432 to 0.499)  | 0.017                   | 0.000***         |
| TH/CHC                   |                                   | −1.007 (−1.044 to 0.970) | 0.019                   | 0.000***         |

Healthcare facility ownership

| Public healthcare facility |                                   | 1                      | –                       |                   |
| Private healthcare facility |                                   | −0.006 (−0.037 to 0.025) | 0.016                   | 0.702             |

Whether for-profit

| No                       |                                   | 1                      | –                       |                   |
| Yes                      |                                   | 0.308 (0.278 to 0.339)  | 0.015                   | 0.000***         |

Number of physicians

| Number of physicians     |                                   | 0.001 (0.000 to 0.001)  | 0.001                   | 0.000***         |

Level 3: HSA level

| Physicians per 1000 persons |                                   | 0.000 (−0.003 to 0.003) | 0.002                   | 0.873             |
| Proportion of physicians in tertiary hospitals |                                   | 0.000 (−0.001 to 0.001) | 0.001                   | 0.846             |
| Number of inpatient care facilities |                                   | −0.002 (−0.003 to 0.001) | 0.001                   | 0.007**          |
| Proportions of private facilities |                                   | 0.001 (0.000 to 0.002)  | 0.001                   | 0.014*            |
| Proportions of for-profit facilities |                                   | 0.000 (−0.001 to 0.000) | 0.001                   | 0.342             |

Continued
At the HSA level, each 1% increase in the number of healthcare facilities per HSA would result in approximately a 0.2% reduction of total in-patient expenditure. Moreover, each 1% increase in the number of private healthcare facilities per HSA was found to be associated with a 0.1% increase in patients’ total in-patient expenditure per HSA.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, a map of 113 hospital services areas in Chengdu, China, was produced via adopting the HSAs approach previously developed by former studies based on the hospital discharge data. The HSAs depicted in our study demonstrated relatively high values of the LI, which indicated clustered distributions of in-patient services among different areas. The LI was found to be higher at the HSAs level (min: 11.12%; max: 85.52%; median: 51.25%) than at the community level (min: 8.09%, max: 84.47%, median: 20.80%). Specifically, LI is a potent indicator reflective of the validity in the HSA approach, for which higher values are desired for indicating the consistency of patients’ residing areas with the locations of health services utilisation. Ideally, all in-patient care for residents is supposed to be provided within residential areas, while inevitably, there are patients seeking healthcare outside their regions. Therefore, the HSAs approach employed in our study was expected to produce a promising model capable of demonstrating residents’ natural patterns in utilising hospital services and providing high LIs for possibility analysis. Based on our findings, a total of only five HSAs extended far beyond the administrative districts, which could be attributed to the abundant distributions of hospitalisation resources among various administrative districts that had enabled residents’ utilisation of hospital services within their residing areas.

Another critical finding was identifying significant inconsistency embedded in healthcare resource allocations from demanders’ and suppliers’ perspectives. The development of the HSA map has enabled the evaluation of health resource allocations across the study area based on establishing an accountable healthcare delivery system, which demonstrated significant variations across different hospital services areas in terms of both the number of beds and physicians. Specifically, 57.52% of the HSAs in Chengdu had fewer beds (per 1000 population) than the nationwide average (6.03 per 1000 population). Besides, 80.53% of the HSAs in Chengdu had fewer physicians (per 1000 population) than that of the nationwide average (2.59 per 1000 population). The condition was even worse compared with the distribution of bed supply across the study area, as 32.74% of the HSAs were found to be equipped with highly inadequate healthcare resources, with each of those HSAs having less than one physician available for hospital service provision. Under such adverse circumstances, it would be reasonable to suggest that the allocation of healthcare resources should be optimised towards underserviced areas via the implementation of a series of strategies, such as adopting financial incentives as a tactic for attracting healthcare professionals to work in those underserviced regions. As a practical scenario of how HSAs could be adopted to facilitate health-related policy-making procedures, the HSAs approach can be used as an evidence-based guide to assist in health-related policy planning procedures. In terms of investigating the geographical variations embedded in healthcare resource allocations among different regions, which would primarily affect residents’ access to hospital services, the utilisation of in-patient healthcare services, as well as related medical costs and health outcome disparities induced by such variations, the adoption of the HSAs approach is expected to provide meaningful units to be analysed for conducting studies in this field, use of in-patient care services, costs of care and the impact of these variations on health outcomes.

Our study suggested significant variations of health expenditures across different areas based on the accountable healthcare delivery system established over the study area via the HSAs approach. In terms of what has induced such variations among various HSAs, notable findings were identified via the in-depth investigations into supply-side and region-specific factors. Specifically, while no significant statistical association was identified between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model without covariates</strong></td>
<td><strong>Log (total in-patient expenditure)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Estimate (95% CI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportions of referrals from outside of the city</td>
<td>0.001 (−0.002 to 0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3: HSA(s)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2: facility</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total expenditures of in-patients are natural log-transformed in the model.

*P<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
† indicated as variance and SD.

CHC, community health centre; HSAs, hospital service areas; NCMS, New Cooperative Medical Scheme; TH, township hospital; UEBMI, Urban Employment Basic Medical Insurance; URBMI, Urban Resident Basic Medical Insurance.
physicians per 1000 people and the total in-patient expenditure in HSAs, a positive relationship was found between the increased number of physicians and the total in-patient expenditure. This finding is consistent with previous research. It is not difficult to understand that the service capacity of healthcare facilities reflected by the number of physicians would primarily affect patients’ preferences for seeking medical services from particular medical institutions. Such a relationship is typically reflected as supply-sensitive care. This phenomenon indicates that more medical services tend to be delivered by healthcare facilities with better medical serviced capacities, thus generating more health expenditures. As a result, it was not unexpected to find that the number of physicians in facilities served as a positive contributor to the total health expenditure, which was positively associated with facilities’ capacity regardless of residents’ actual demand for healthcare. Based on such findings, it is highly suggested that policymakers should adopt cost-control strategies to curtail unnecessary costs induced by medical services with relatively more significant demand for physicians. Another finding is that total expenditures spent in for-profit facilities were higher than those at not-for-profit facilities. This finding may result from different pricing policies implemented for the medical services provided by for-profit and not-for-profit medical facilities in China. Specifically, while market-regulated pricing has been implemented for the former group of healthcare facilities to allow the set up of self-determined prices, government-guided pricing has been applied for the latter group. By implementing these different pricing policies, for-profit facilities typically have stronger profit-seeking purposes than not-for-profit ones, thereby setting up higher prices than their counterparts. Consequently, unreasonably high medical prices might be set up for medical service items associated with the adoption of high-tech facilities or tailored for specific needs of patients, which serves as a tactic to attract patients in need of sophisticated medical interventions, thus ultimately increasing health expenditures of patients.

Another interesting finding is that total in-patient expenditure was negatively associated with the number of in-patient care facilities distributed in a particular HSA, which proved to be consistent with the competitive mechanism as indicated by previous studies that intensified competition in the market would result in reduced net costs. In addition, our research found that an increased proportion of private hospitals in the hospital market was found to be positively associated with in-patient expenditure, which proved to be inconsistent with findings from a US study that an increased market share of private hospitals would reduce the medical costs for patients with acute myocardial infarction. It is noteworthy that a study from Norway reported that private hospitals tended to provide medical services with relatively higher profitability than public hospitals, such as coronary angiogenesis. Therefore, a possible explanation for our findings is that the drastic expansion of private hospitals in China over the past decade could be attributed to the latest phase of nationwide healthcare reform initiated in 2009, which aimed to stimulate the increase of medical service suppliers via encouraging the operation of healthcare institutions with the assistance of social capital resources. In an attempt to achieve this goal, encouraging the expansion and development of private hospitals has been addressed as an essential strategy throughout the national healthcare reform in order to improve the quality and efficiency of healthcare delivery from a holistic perspective. However, a series of policies aimed at facilitating private hospitals’ expansion has long been controversial as private hospitals tend to provide therapy procedures for particular disease groups with relatively high-profit margins. Several limitations should be noted in this study. First, due to data availability, in this study, we were only able to retrieve quarterly discharge data for analysis instead of obtaining whole-year data or data collected over a certain period within several years. As a result, the estimated patterns for using in-patient services based on our findings might lack stability with possible fluctuations. Second, approximately 20% of residential locations engaged in this study failed to be associated with accurate community codes due to inadequate data quality. Therefore, this group of residents had to be randomly assigned to certain communities as their assumed residential areas, which has compromised the accuracy and reliability of the HSAs map developed in this study. Third, a correlation relationship instead of causality was established, which might result in reversed causality embedded in the total in-patient expenditure under the impacts of relevant variables. Nevertheless, this study’s correlation analysis demonstrated great value by revealing factors associated with total in-patient expenditures induced from the supply and region-specific sides. Last, despite that a list of evidence was provided to depict the variation of health expenditures across HSAs, we failed to provide potent evidence on whether such variations were unwarranted, nor did we make in-depth investigations into the appropriateness of medical services delivered by hospitals.

**CONCLUSION**

In this study, the HSAs approach previously developed by Dartmouth was innovatively applied for helping establish an accountable medical service delivery system that covered the entire study area as a densely populated metropolis located in the largest developing country in the world. The HSAs identified served as local hospital markets for providing in-patient healthcare among different areas, which connected demanders and suppliers in particular HSAs and could be adopted for evaluating the distribution of healthcare resources from multiple aspects such as total health expenditures, medical service provision capacity, the quality of healthcare delivered as well as the variations of medical service utilisation patterns among different areas. Compared
with previously defined administrative units in the study area, the HSAs served as finer-scaled units to be adopted throughout policy-making procedures to identify the variation of total health expenditures among different regions and the potential associated factors. Findings from the HSA-based analysis could inform the formulation of relevant health policies and the optimisation of healthcare resource allocations.
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